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I. The one-dimensional heat conduction equation 
can be written as 

. caT (1) What are the physical meanings of p -
at 

a2T 
and k-

2 
? (6%) ax 

(2) What are the units ( Jf-1jr_) of pC aT? (3%) 
at 

(3) In deriving this equation, what is the principle 
used? (3%) 

II. Consider a one-dimensional steady heat flow 
thourgh a plane wall without heat source, as 
shown in the following figure. · 

x=O 

(1) Solye the temperature distribution of the 
problem. (5%) 

(2) Deiive the thermal resistance for the heat flow 
through the plane wall. (5%) 

(2) Fourier's Law 

(3) Natural convection 

( 4) Thermal resistance 

(5) Lumped-Heat-Capacity System 

( 6) Black body 

V. Answer the following questions: (30%) 

(1) ~44*-# • 1J~-1i"!M1l~-*.t~Jcf? ~1iiJl-A"t 
~7iA~*? 

m~M··~·*M~~~~~-~-*? 
(3) The thermal properties of water and air are 

shown in the following table. 

Properties AIR WATER 

k (W/m°C) 0.024 0.556 

p (kg/m3) 1.1774 1005.7 

C (kJ/kg°C) 1.0057 2.2 

pC (kJ/m3°C) 1.2 2200 

v (m2/s) 15.69 0.93 

Which one has the stronger convective heat 
transfer, air or water? Why? 

( 4) ~t-..=.100 M. 't ~ J.t Tfl17~ -1- o 

~)~~E~T·A~~k·T~~-~-T~ 
iff,~? 

VI. A solid body has a very high thermal 
conductivity, whose volume and surface area are 
V and A. It is put in a fluid, whose temperature 
is Too and the convective heat transfer coefficient 

III. The one-dimensional heat conduction equation can be is h. The initial temperature of the solid body is 
written as To and its thermal conductivity, density and 

oT 0 ( 8T) . specific heat are k, p and C. Derive the 
pC at = Ox. k Ox. + q temperature expression of the body in terms of 

time. (8%) 
where p, C, k and q are the density, specific 
heat, thermal conductivity and heat source. 
Prove that the heat flux along the x direction is 
equal to constant with the extra assumptions of 
steady state and no heat source. (10%) 

IV. Explain the following terms: (30%) 

(1) Heat conduction 

0 ~Too 


